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situation analysis

Executive Summary

In the following pages our IMC Team will briefly examine the surfing industry and culture in refer-

ence to the Mind Body Soul (MBS) Surfing Club.  The IMC team will outline the current position of 

MBS and the direction we feel it should pursue with regards to marketing techniques for generating 

interest in the brand.  Firstly, we will examine the growing market for apparel in the surfing sub-

culture.  We will be observing industry leaders such as Quicksilver, Roxy, Billabong, Surfline.com, 

and Surfingmagazine.com to evaluate the current conditions of the market. 

Then, by assessing the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats ofMBS, we can deter-

mine where it fits into the surfing sub-culture and recommend how it should shape its organization 

business and marketing models.  This will give way to a more detailed critique of its  competitors in 

relation to MBS in order to strategize tactics tailored to its market.  Finally, our team will lay out a 

strategic plan for introducing the company by using ideal marketing tactics that reach its audiences 

to be named hereafter.
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Surfing History

The sport commonly referred to as “surfing” has a long and rich history across the world.  The 

Beach Boys had a colorful definition, “a water sport in which the participant stands on a floating 

slab of wood, resembling an ironing board in both size and shape, and attempts  to remain 

perpendicular while being hurtled toward the shore at a rather frightening rate of speed on the 

crest of a huge wave (especially recommended for teen-agers  and all others  without the slightest 

regard for either life or limb)”.  Surfing’s complete history is somewhat unknown to historians today 

but the modern incarnation has been well documented.

The predecessor to modern surfing traces its roots to the Polynesian cultures of the Hawaiian 

Islands.  To these cultures surfing was far more than a sport; it was a matter of politics and art.  

The chief was the most skilled rider and often commissioned the finest board for his personal use.  

With the arrival of Europeans to the islands in the early nineteenth century surfing was largely 

forbade and the tradition nearly disappeared.

Beginning in the early 20th century surfing began making a comeback, both in Australia and the 

U.S. coastal areas.  A Hawaiian named Duke Kahanamoku is generally credited with popularizing 

the sport after winning several Olympic swimming medals.  During his tours around the world 

giving swimming exhibitions he would often incorporate surfing into the programs as well.  His 

exhibitions in Australia and California are responsible for introducing the non-Hawaiian public to 

surfing.  

Surfers began riding waves in Hawaii, California and Virginia Beach; however southern California’s 

beach culture was where the true revival came alive.  Documentaries such as “Endless Summer” 

helped spread the sport and culture of surfing to the unacquainted.  This culture was depicted in 

several Hollywood movies and helped spike the popularity of surfing across America.  Unfortu-

nately, while those Hollywood movies did much to spread the idea of surfing, they also created 

many false stereotypes.  In recent years the surfing culture has become much more popular and 

mainstream. 
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According to the Surf Industry Manufacturer’s Association (SIMA), the surfing industry constituted a 

7.48  billion dollar industry in 2006 and has become a part of mainstream America.  Even more 

popular is  the “surf culture” and the various types of merchandise that are sold to people wanting 

to be a part, although not necessarily a participating member, of this culture.  

Staying true to core surf distribution channels (retail operations that classify themselves as specialty 

or lifestyle stores) has proved to be a win-win for surf brands and retailers.  Today, surf retailers can 

be found in every state in the country.  In 2006, there were over 300 more surf/skate shops (total of 

5,048  in 2006) than in 2004 (total of 4,741), and core chain retailers like PacSun and Zumiez are 

expanding across the country.  (SIMA, 2007)

Corporate America has also bought into the surf culture in a big way.  Retailers like Target and Ab-

ercrombie & Fitch have begun marketing this culture in many aspects of their design and advertis-

ing.  While you cannot go into either of these stores and buy a wetsuit or a surfboard, you can buy 

board shorts and other clothing that represent the surfing lifestyle.  There is a sharp increase in 

“lifestyle” retail stores that do not primarily sell surfing equipment, but focus on the apparel side of 

surfing which represents the majority of the market. 

The surf culture has influenced America in more ways than most even realize.  Surfers invented 

skateboards so they could “surf” on land.  Skateboarding alone has bloomed into a multi-billion 

dollar industry of its own.  Other, less obvious, contributions include slang, fashion, as well as refer-

ences in music and film.  Surf culture can now be found all over the world and in places that are 

thousands of miles away from any beach.  Surfers tend to be younger, more athletic people who 

live near the coast.  However, the market for surfing apparel is much larger and includes people of 

all demographics and geographic areas.	  
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Company Background

Four surfers who had surfed around the world together created what they called the “Mind Body 

Soul Surfing Club.”  As they developed their concept into a stream of business ideas, their 

objective for the company is to correlate the fundamentals of surfing to everyday life.  They want to 

create a brand that can relate to surfers who view surfing as a spiritual and balancing experience.  

Surfing can at times be a physically demanding and dangerous sport that requires the surfer to be 

both physically and mentally ready.  MBS wants to relate to their target audience members and 

help them be more prepared for surfing in the ocean.  

The company's owners consist of professionals: two lawyers, a doctor, and a route salesman, who 

are united by their love for surfing.  “Aside from being an actual club started by a handful of surfers, 

the four of them have a combined 150 years of “waterman” experience.  The Mind, Body & Soul 

Surfing Club is a concept.  Or rather, it’s a set of concepts—centered on coping with life in our 

modern society through the stimulating sport of surfing.

The club is about “mind”—a sharp, healthful mind, relieved of daily stresses, yet focused on mental 

toughness, discipline, and old-school values.  It’s  a well-rounded mind through renaissance-like 

balance and moderation in all things.  It’s the “right mind” of an ethical and joyful-natured person.  

The club is  about “body”—the fit, agile body of a confident, competent athlete—a surfer.  It’s the 

properly nourished and conditioned body that enables us to be the best we can be and content 

through exercise and regimen.  Last, the club is about “soul”—oneness with nature and God 

through surfing and beliefs  of your choosing.  It’s the soul of a person secure in who he or she is; 

it’s purity, happiness and joy—the soul of a good person. 

Surfing teaches us about life—how and when to choose the right break for the day, how and when 

to go out or head in, how and when to take off, drop in and kick out and what maneuvers to make.  

It teaches us to adapt to conditions beyond our control and to make the best of each situation. 

Intent limits; surfing releases.  It teaches balance—not only in posture but between “proaction” and 

reaction; it teaches us to ride and ride and ride, and to enjoy.”  (The Mind, Body & Soul Surfing 

Club, LLC, 2009)
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SWOT Analysis

Strengths

• Unique angle - As a new company, MBS has an angle that has not been pursued by other 

major corporate powers.  It are a shining example of older (relative to the surfer mold) 

professionals who have a profound devotion to the lifestyle. 

• Huge market - With over 7 billion dollars in sales and no signs of slowing down, the surf 

culture market is a massive one.  Consumers are not necessarily limited to geographic 

locations.  In fact, research has shown that much of the market does not surf or even live near 

the ocean. 

“Surf culture is proving to be a much bigger draw than, well, the surf. 

For beachwear companies such as Quiksilver, Billabong International, 

and Rip Curl International, sales growth in Europe and the U.S. is being 

driven mostly by fans who have never touched a well-waxed board.  

European sales of surfing gear and apparel have doubled in the last four 

years, to $1.5 billion in 2004, according to the European Surf Industry 

Manufacturers Association.” (Burke in Biarritz, 2007)

• Generation X - Many of the people who grew up in the 60s and 70s are now older profes-

sionals (the large baby-boomer’s market) with disposable income to spend on their hobbies.  In 

addition, some may be entering retirement and have more spare time to spend on hobbies that 

keep them healthy and fit.  There is an opportunity to resonate with these consumers who re-

member surfing when it was a pure and spiritual sport.

• Low cost of the Internet - The cost of creating a website and forming an online organization 

is relatively low.  There are also many popular social media networking sites that will help MBS 

to gain brand recognition and start to acquire a fan base.
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Additionally, Internet sales are becoming increasingly important in order for surfwear companies to 

gain profit.  This trend is expected to significantly impact surf industry growth in the future (SIMA, 

2007).

Weaknesses

• No brand recognition - Since this is a fresh brand, people will not be able to immediately 

recognize or distinguish it from others.  Their organization is not known in the surfing commu-

nity and has no “star power.”

• Highly saturated market - There are hundreds of surfing websites that currently exist.  Each 

may have their own unique mix of articles, tips, photos and weather reports.  There are also 

over 20 major multi-million dollar companies that already produce and market surfing apparel 

as well as equipment on top of hundreds of smaller companies.

• Perception of sex and youth - Currently, the surfing industry is dominated by the idea of 

young, fit, and sexy people surfing huge waves.  The idea of a fifty-year-old professional does 

not readily come to mind when someone thinks of a typical surfer. 

Opportunities

• Organic lifestyle - Many consumers are looking for ways to connect with nature.  MBS offers 

them a chance to connect with the water and experience nature’s most powerful force.  

• Popularity of surfing culture - Experts say that the timing is right for entering the surfwear 

market since surfing is an increasingly popular sport.  “There's  clearly a market for surfwear" 

said Kurt Barnard, president of the Retail Forecasting Group in Upper Montclair, N.J.  "I don't 

believe the new brands have many competitors.  It's  strictly a niche market, and if it's  properly 

addressed and approached, they can be very successful." (Van der pool, 2007)

There are also large segments of the population who buy surfing apparel who have never 

surfed a wave in their life.  They like the culture and feeling associated with these surf brands.  

MBS can translate to lifelong surfers as well as those who may never have surfed in their lives.   
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• Vacuum in surfing industry - There are hundreds of organizations that sell surfing apparel, 

but few focus so directly on the mental and physical preparation that some surfers must utilize 

to safely surf big waves.  They usually concentrate on younger markets and not so much on 

the healthy, relaxing benefits offered by surfing as a pastime. 

Threats

• Poor economy - Since the recession has negatively impacted the global economy, average 

disposable incomes have been decreasing so consumers are often holding on tighter to their 

money.  Quality (well-made) surfing apparel tends to be a high-cost item.  Consumers may be 

wary about purchasing a product created by a new brand with so many established brands 

already available.

• Brand dilution - With a broad array of existing competitors, it will be very easy to fall into the 

mold and become one of hundreds of surf apparel retailers.  MBS will need to establish a 

unique position in order to stand out and differ from the competition.

Communications Audit

There are many major surfwear competitors who have well-established brands and promotional 

campaigns.  Currently, the MBS is a new business concept that needs to be developed.  Once 

MBS has created its Corporate Identity and website, it should begin their integrated marketing ef-

forts.  At that point, it can establish a foundation and record for their Integrated Marketing Commu-

nications.

Competition

• About 20-30 multi-million dollar companies like Quiksilver, Hurley, Billabong, Body Glove, Ron 

Jon Surf Shop, DaKine, Hollister, Aeropostal, O’neil, Reef, Rip Curl, etc. 

• PacSun has stores nationwide that sell most of the major surf brands for both men and 

women.

• Sales of women's surfing brands are also on the rise, such as Quiksilver-Roxy, Raisins, 
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Leilani and Radio Fiji.

• Hundreds of surfing websites that include articles, pictures, forums and weather report. (i.e. 

Surfline.com is one of the most popular.) 

• Other smaller brands selling surfing apparel and equipment, such as “Old Guys Rule” which is 

a direct competitor towards more mature surfer target audiences.

Next Steps

MBS has yet to be introduced so we have many opportunities to determine ideal ways for the 

company to expand and gain brand recognition.  There is the ability to mold this  brand so that it 

resonates with the target audiences.  With the necessary background information and research 

completed, the next step is to determine who will be the primary target markets for MBS and how 

it can best be reached.  Using the compiled information, we will produce a brand image that fits 

the target audience and its lifestyle perfectly.  Once a corporate identity and an MBS website have 

been created, marketing efforts will follow, hopefully resulting in positive publicity and an increase in 

brand awareness.
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research results
& Key Insights

Understanding the depths of surfers’ minds and their mentalities allows the IMC team to design the 

proper positioning and target audience segmentation.  Using the knowledge gained from research 

about surfers and case studies of successful surfing companies, key insights will be adapted to the 

business goals and philosophy of the MBS.

Case Studies

Since we are not conducting focus groups for this strategic plan, our research is primarily based on 

a “case study method” which determines the marketing tactics used by some major competitors 

and how they achieved success within the surfing realm.
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“Old Guys Rule” | A Company Making Waves Among Older Surfers

As baby boomers continue to gray and—concurrently—seek out youthful pastimes  that can be accessed at 

the life stage thanks  to grown-up bank accounts, post-retirement leisure time and health-boosting medical 

breakthroughs, a  Ventura, California, vintage-surf-inspired clothing line called Old Guys Rule is  tapping into 

this  duality-driven dynamic.  This  company came to realize that old guys rule—and so do their wallets.  While 

the target is  men, the brand is  also popular among women, who buy the shirts  as gifts  for their husbands 

and dads.   
Continued...



Key Insights:  

• Old Guys Rule achieved widespread popularity and was able to quickly expand by appealing to 

“old guys” and the women who buy them these satirical, surf-themed apparel and accessories.  

It would be helpful for MBS to be come up with a catchy design and 

slogan to make their for-sale-items memorable to consumers.  

• Old Guys Rule grew quickly from a small to rather large company by resonating with the baby-

boomer’s market that consists of non-typical, more mature surfers.  

MBS has the potential to identify with baby-boomers by highlighting that 

it was created by a group of professionals in the same age bracket who 

surf.  
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“Surf and California lifestyle presents  a passion point for many men, young and old.”, said Tom Julian, 

Director of Trends  for McCann Erickson, New York, who added the [Old Guys  Rule] brand’s “tongue-in-check 

attitude works well for the male psyche.”

The laid-back, coastal brand has  expanded to hats, jackets, boxers, glasses and other accessories that 

sport the “Old Guys  Rule” phrase.  The brand has  been growing by about 30 percent per year and is 

expected to surpass 8 million dollars in 2008. (Ebenkamp, 2008)  

...continued.
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Key Insights: 

• In order to gain widespread success, MBS should be sure to include females as part of their 

key target audiences and not neglect this fast-growing surfing segment.  Their marketing ef-

forts should be directed almost equally or at least a ratio of 60/40 percent towards men as well 

as women.  

• MBS should eventually sponsor surfers, both men and women, to wear and help promote their 

branded apparel/gear. 
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Roxy | Quiksilver’s Female Extension

Fashion has played a major part in the sport's  renaissance for women in this country.  Brands  such as 

Quicksilver, Rip Curl and Billabong have been designing women's  beach clothes for almost as  long as they 

have been for the men.  However, until recently, most of the women's  ranges  were for looking the part, 

rather than taking part.  When Quicksilver's  girls-only brand Roxy brought out the first women's  "board-

shorts" in the late 1980s, it sent a message that women were no longer prepared to look on in scantily-

clad admiration: they would be joining in.

The specially-designed shorts, which are now made by all the major surf companies, meant that it was 

fashionable for women to be in the water in more than a  bikini, paving the way for them to take on tougher, 

bigger waves uninhibited.  According to 33-year-old Sarah Bentley, who pioneered the sport almost single-

handedly when the water was  still males-only territory, "When Roxy brought out the first girl's  boardshorts  it 

became cool to be in the water, instead of just sitting on the beach.  It was a liberating moment."

The increasing number of female surfers has  gained momentum since 2003  and there has been a really 

noticeable change in the past three years.  Bentley has been sponsored by Roxy for 10 years, and it's 

gone from each sponsor having about one female rider to each one having a collection. She says  the signs 

are already there that women are finally taking it up seriously as a sport, instead of just buying surf clothes 

as a style statement for wearing on the beach.  "More women-specific wetsuits  and boards are being sold 

than ever before, and that's  great. That shows the real growth, rather than just surf T-shirts sales." (Dugan, 

2008)
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Key Insights:  

• Billabong built its success in board sports by nurturing a grassroots connection to surf, skate, 

snow and wakeboard youth culture.  Billabong works hard to ensure its marketing efforts reflect 

the action sports culture. 

MBS needs to differentiate itself from Billabong, but model the tactics 

that helped them reach such a great level of success.  MBS should 

maintain its connection to the surf culture, which is reflected with its 

Corporate Identity and branding tactics.  It should also use grassroots 

marketing towards its target audiences.
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Billabong | One of the Biggest Fish in the Sea of Surfwear

It's  a classic rags-to-riches  tale: Gordon Merchant, a  teenager on Sydney's  Maroubra Beach when surfing 

first hit Australia  in the late 1950s, spent 15 years following waves  and wearing out countless pairs  of swim 

trunks.  In 1973, he developed a heavy-duty triple stitch, designed his  own hardy pair of board shorts  and 

began selling them up and down the coast of Australia out of the back of his  station wagon. He called his 

company Billabong. 

As the 1970s  progressed, surfing took off.  Short boards, bored kids and a thirst for counterculture 

combined: The sport went global from its  roots in Hawaii, California  and Australia.  Companies like 

Billabong rode the wave and this company recognized early on that board culture goes beyond the beach.  

It even followed its core customers into the skate, snow and wakeboard markets.  

If you look at the past 30 years of board sport competition, you’ll see that the Billabong brand is 

everywhere, yet surfing remains  as  the company's  heart and soul.  The key for the company is to 

constantly be seen giving back to the sport, encouraging development locally and providing spectacle 

internationally.  (Holden, 2007)
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• Billabong’s website is heavy on graphics and video.  

MBS should examine the layout and design of top surfing competitors’ 

websites.  It should model a similar look for its own site that will appeal 

and entice its target consumers to ‘surf its web pages’.

• You'll only see Billabong’s ads in industry-specific magazines, signage at action sport events 

and competitions, and logos on the clothing of participating athletes.  Over the years, it's also 

cemented its hold on the action sports market by acquiring several brands.

To achieve widespread success, MBS needs to maintain a brand con-

sistency by advertising in relevant outlets that are most likely to build 

awareness among its target audiences.  
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target audiences

Our research has shown that a market exists for those surfers who perceive surfing as more than a 

sport.  Interconnecting surfers to their minds, bodies, and souls is ultimately on the rise.  While 

there is not a specific age, it includes people who have, or want to find, the physical and mental 

capacity needed to surf.  These people include working professionals who are often overlooked as 

being surfers.  In addition, we feel that introducing younger audiences (both men and women, boys 

and girls) to surfing will generate an even demand for this lifestyle and sport.  

Psychographics

There are specific psychographic areas that Mind Body Soul Surfing Club should consider in its 

marketing efforts for implementing an effective marketing strategy.  This psychographic report 

provides a vivid image of MBS subscribers/consumers. By utilizing this, the company can position 

its brand and corporate identity and its services/products to reflect the spirit of its audiences. The 

areas of potential beneficiaries, supporters, web subscribers, and buyers of MBS services and 

products may be found in the following:

Soul Surfers & Waterpeople

This group of customers has a highly emotional and spiritual relationship with the water.  They em-

body the concept of man’s oneness with and naturalness in the water.  Their lifestyle revolves 

around surfing and/or various water activities.  MBS wants  to be a source of inspiration for and 

connect those (surfers, swimmers, water skiers, boatmen, deep sea divers, etc.) who celebrate the 

Spirit of the Water.

• Soul surfers - For many surfers it is not about winning competitions or looking great.  

They consider surfing is  about something spiritual and pure.  Surfing improves their 
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perspective on life and clears their mind.  The term “adrenaline junkie” is also a good fit.  

“The physical demands  are unbelievable.  You have to be strong, aggressive, have a lot 

of guts  and a complete lack of common sense,” says Dave Zike, who is a 37-year-old 

American surfer.

• Waterpeople - These are people who just love being near the ocean and the beach 

culture, even if they are thousands of miles from it. This  group of people gains a sense 

of balance and joy from being a part of nature. 

The Generation X Market

There is a vacuum in the current market of apparel and equipment geared towards the over 30 

consumer. Older surfers have different priorities than the 20-year-old surfer, both physically and 

mentally. The idea of preparing the mind, body and soul can truly appeal to this group of people.

Surfing Professionals: 25-50 years old

Some great insights were gained from an Advertising Age article (Cuneo, 2007) of an interview with 

Mike Shine, who is  the executive creative director at Butler Shine Stern & Partners in Sausalito, 

California.  He is a great example of a successful professional who is also an avid surfer.

Regarding his motivation for surfing, Shine says: 

"You can have a bad week in advertising and it doesn't matter if you have some 

good waves. Or you can have a good week, and a wave can slap you. You realize 

that for the ocean it doesn't matter.  There's something spiritual about that."   

In the article, Mr. Shine mentioned that in addition to surfing's addicting qualities, the sport is the 

only one with its own music and art culture.  

"When you leave the shore, you leave the laws  of the land behind" and a "new strict 

code applies," he said.  There's  a hierarchy, tension and aggression among the 

surfers. Only one person can ride a wave, and often the person in the best position, 
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and usually the best surfer, gets  to ride. "Sometimes  tempers  flare," he said. "But 

out there, it doesn't matter who you are. The ocean doesn't care what tax bracket 

you're in."  

Other ad executives, such as Alex Bogusky, Chuck McBride, Steve Luker, Jon Soto and Mike Har-

ris  (from, respectively, Crispin Porter Bogusky, TBWA/Chiat/Day, Wieden & Kennedy, Publicis & Hal 

Riney and McCann Erickson) are part of Mr. Shine's surf tribe with its own traditions and way of life.

Female Surfers

This target segment includes girls and older women who want to stay hip and in shape.  Today, 

women have become active participants  in surfing, and women's surf apparel sales have skyrock-

eted as surf has become a teen/juniors fashion staple.  More than just fashion or pop culture fasci-

nation, many see surfing as a sport that will make a lasting impression with young women because 

it offers an alluring lifestyle in addition to a unique athletic opportunity.

"The fact that these girls  are getting in the water versus  admiring from the beach 

means that they are bound to experience what it is  that men have been so in love 

with for the past three decades.  This  is  a positive sign that leads  us  to believe the 

women's  market is  going to continue to prosper and grow in every aspect," says 

Candy Harris, Brand Manager for Billabong's Juniors Division.

Although surfing has traditionally been seen as a male-dominated sport, the lifestyle element has 

allowed the industry to capitalize on the purchase power of women and, as a result, is now experi-

encing tremendous growth in women's apparel.  While just a few years ago women represented 

less than 10 percent of surfing participants, the figure reached 20 percent by the end of 2003.  In 

addition, 25 percent of participants surfing between the ages of 9 and 25 are female.  

A growing number of young women are taking up the sport, lured by the positive imagery in mov-

ies such as "Blue Crush" and shows such as MTV's "Surf Girls" which showcase elements of surf-

ing such as camaraderie and empowerment.  Not to mention fashion.  The unprecedented media 

exposure, combined with the fashion trend toward surf style, has given women's surf lifestyle ap-

parel sales a powerful combination punch.  "Because there are multiple factors  contributing to the 
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growth of the market, there is  security in that we aren't dependent on a single outside force dictat-

ing our future success," says Harris.

"The trend towards  women will continue because women buy significantly more clothing and other 

items  than men," says  Amy Snyder, VP of Marketing at Roxy.  Sales of women's brands at 

Quiksilver-Roxy, Raisins, Leilani and Radio Fiji-increased 40 percent in the last year.  Further, sales 

for women's are expected to surpass men's at Quiksilver by 2005.  That mirrors what is going on 

throughout the industry. (Griffin, 2003)

B2B Targets

With careful consideration of the selected business targets, MBS may find sponsorship 

opportunities with foundations, not for profit organizations, and/or corporations that serve the 

needs of communities within its target markets.

Underrepresented Communities

MBS can serve as a motivational force for youth in underserved communities who, perhaps, do not 

foresee the possibility of surfing due to their location, financial concerns, and lack of transportation 

to areas where surfing is prominent.  MBS leaders should consider offering surfing lessons to 

community members to show their involvement and emphasize that it are a values-led organiza-

tion.  Electronic publications (for subscribers) can highlight people from these communities who 

become spirits surfing with the water and this actualizes the company’s mission.

	 By demonstrating community participation, the MBS holds great promise for convincing in-

vestors to support its purposeful mission and philosophical values.  To that end, MBS must target 

strategic relationships and partners with purpose-driven values-led enterprises.  This will lure so-

cially responsible companies that are seeking to diversify their sponsorships with unique, busi-

nesses.  Therefore, attracting B2B  targets to form collaborations is crucial for MBS to maximize its 

profits and brand recognition.

	 Many FORTUNE 500 companies are targeting social networks and investing money into 

interactive and innovative web experiences through supplier diversity programs that contribute to 
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their efforts annually.  By tackling grassroots and interactive opportunities, MBS can to land on the 

World Wide Web in an innovative manner that water sports and activities have never done before.
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positioning

Over the last several years the companies within the recreation sports  and lifestyle industries have 

refined, redefined, and reintroduced their brand image to meet the needs of and profit from the 

trendsetters and target consumers.  Mind Body Soul Surfing Club is in a position to begin its busi-

ness as a leading provider of this sought after natural lifestyle—the Pinnacle Organic Lifestyle Expe-

rience.  MBS subscribers and consumers are those who have defined their own relationship to the 

water rather than it being defined for them through the marketing and advertising campaigns of 

other industry conglomerates.  

Some schools of thought suggest that water is the most powerful force out of the Four Elements of 

Life (the others include earth, wind, and fire).  Biological research states that more than 70% of the 

body is made up of water, as is the earth itself.  MBS should position itself as the zenith of the 

man-water experience, the pinnacle organic lifestyle experience, or a bonding experience between 

man and water.  MBS can be known to the waterpeople of the world as...

T h e  S p i r i t  o f  t h e  W a t e r
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Positioning Angles

Organic Lifestyle Model

Recipes for diet and life. All-natural products.

Values-led Organization

Business decisions for MBS are initiated through the lens of the target customers.  The values that 

support the founding of MBS must remain the foundation for its future growth.

Online Retailer

MBS online will become a retail hub for any and all surfing- or water- related products.

Quality Products

MBS should acquire a reputation for providing the best of the best—all-natural, organic, free-trade 

products.

Social Networking Platform

MBS will establish a social media presence for subscribers to connect.

Spiritual Resource

The MBS site should become the destination for numerous unique articles, books, films, and other 

resources necessary for a refreshing spiritual rejuvenation.

Community Leader

This organization is involved in various community activities by sharing their surfing knowledge with 

underprivileged youth an organic lifestyle experience.
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measurable objectives 
& strategies
Objective

Introduce MBS locally by sponsoring surfing events at popular Floridian beach locations, such as 

Cocoa beach throughout the months of January-October and have a booth at the Orlando Surfing 

Expo the weekend of January 14-16th 2009 at 9:00am and September 10-12th 2009 to acquire 

brand awareness among target audiences.

Strategy

Use attractive IMC tactics that will successfully unite the targeted audiences with MBS in a 

cheerful, all-encompassing environment.

Objective

Develop a presence on popular social networking sites and create a YouTube short video series 

with interviews of the MBS owners demonstrating their mind, body, and soul experiences in surfing 

scenarios.

Strategy

Establish a fan base and connection with these target audiences.

Objective

Design apparel and launch online shop.

Strategy

Start profiting from company by selling apparel and accessories.
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Objective

Over a nine-month period, schedule a tour of local appearances at surfing events, such as the 

National Kidney Foundation Pro Am Surf Festival at Cocoa Beach during Labor Day weekend 

which is the largest nonprofit surf contest in the country and attracts thousands of spectators and 

lots of talent, to solicit support from fans and establish collaborations with major surfing companies 

as well as professional surfers.

Strategy

In order to eventually become widely successful, MBS needs to expand its presence from state 

(starting in Florida) to more nationwide. 
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branding tactics

Corporate Identification

To ensure stability to MBS organizational goals, vision, philosophy, and its brand, it is critical that 

their Corporate ID and logo be absolutely consistent.  Efforts to promote a single, unambiguous 

message are an imperative factor in advancing MBS toward its goals as a values-led organization, 

the revolutionary link between psyche and physique, and to connect the human spirit with the 

water via mind, body, and soul.  The company’s Corporate Id will be reflected consistently with its 

logo, website, business cards, marketing efforts, and all other promotional materials.

Logo Consideration

Without having designated an official logo, MBS may take into consideration hosting a logo com-

petition soliciting high school and college student designers and/or surfers and water people to 

submit logo concepts in hopes for a B2B-sponsored scholarship and/or MBS prizes, products, 

and apparel.  The competition can also serve as an activity to inform various target audiences of 

MBS’s products and services. 

Web Site

The website is the most significant channel that Mind Body Soul Surfing Club will have to commu-

nicate with its target audiences.  A website is  a crucial part of this IMC program.  The MBS website 

can initially offer articles and advice on how all the things that are required to surf (focus, determi-

nation, preparation, strength, courage) can be used in everyday life for people who want to im-

prove themselves.
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It will be very important for MBS to have an interactive website complete with podcasts/videos, 

blogs, daily surfing articles, pictures, information of how to get involved, links to other surfing web-

sites, FAQs, a calendar of events, up to date weather forecast including temperature, wind velocity, 

wind direction, the height of waves and so on, travel information, etc. - all with positioning and cor-

porate logo prominently displayed.

Our team recommends an MBS website that is comprised of the three elements of the organiza-

tion (i.e., a link for “Mind,” another for “Body,” and a third for “Soul,” along with a home page that 

integrates all three) each relative to the essential meaning of the three.  Consideration of supple-

mentary links, information, videos, articles, blogs, etc. on surfing for beginners, advice for getting 

“in shape” for surfing, physically, mentally and spiritually.  Upon obtaining appropriate and reliable 

assets, the MBS online destination can become a retail center for quality organic and free-trade 

products (sport/casual apparel, cups, stickers, books, films etc). 

Social Media Marketing

Facebook

Create a fan page and group on Facebook to begin establishing a fan base and determine who are 

the prospects most interested in the company.  Statuses, links to articles and videos can keep 

these Facebook friends engaged on a regular basis.

YouTube

Footage from the clients’ surfing adventures can be compiled into short videos which can be 

posted on an MBS YouTube video channel.  These links can be further promoted on other social 

networking sites used by MBS, including Facebook.

Twitter

This increasingly popular social network can be used as another method for the organizational 

leaders to share with fans about their everyday surfing adventures and trips to different locations.
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Public Relations

The key for MBS is to gain credibility and acknowledgment through public relations and good 

publicity.  Well-placed PR messages are imperative for reaching MBS goals and target audiences.  

PR efforts should include, but not be limited to, press kits, press releases, and video news releases 

(VNR).  The story of how the founders came up with the idea of Mind Body Soul Surfing Club is 

very interesting and meaningful. This story can be used for press kits  sent to media outlets across 

the test market, placing it in magazines and newspapers. PR might also include communication 

with television talk shows to solicit invitations for the founders to appear as guests to talk about the 

company and site.

Event Marketing

Event marketing is another main channel and the biggest attention getter that the MBS can use to 

communicate with its target audiences. Through participation in major surfing events, MBS will 

introduce itself to its target audience. 

Surfing Events

Some Florida events MBS should consider participating in are the National Kidney Foundation Pro 

Am Surf Festival at Cocoa Beach during Labor Day weekend which is the largest nonprofit surf 

contest in the country and attracts thousands of spectators and lots of talent, the Orlando Surfing 

Expo, the O’Neill Surfing Magazine Airshow Series, the Polar Plunge in Jacksonville at the begin-

ning of each New Year and the Tommy Tant Memorial Surf Classic at Flagler Beach during October.  

MBS should also consider getting involved in local surfing schools providing lessons for people 

who want to learn how to surf.  Cocoa Beach offers a wide range and levels of surfing lessons for 

people of all ages.  MBS should think about sponsoring some of those lessons or holding lessons 

of their own maybe for at risk youth. 

During these events, MBS will have booths set up with merchandise, apparel, brochures, articles, 

sign-up sheets, contests, etc. for target audiences to get involved and learn about MBS.  It will 

also have banners and printed media surfacing around the entire event. 
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Concerts

Surfing and music are a good connection.  Concerts can be held near beaches periodically.  The 

concerts would serve as a platform on which MBS continues to build a positive brand image, 

recruit more members, and sell more products.  The ideal concert for MBS to sponsor would 

headline the remaining Beach Boys.  This would greatly appeal to the baby-boomer’s generation 

that enjoys surfing and the surf lifestyle from the Beach Boys’ songs’ era.

Graffiti Competition

Graffiti competition is  another event that can be held to attract the target audiences.  White t-shirts 

can be provided with the MBS logo on them, for people to draw on.  This  event can also expand 

the popularity of Mind Body Soul Surfing Club, attract new members, and sell products.

Organic Life

The purpose of MBS is to offer a healthy life style for people.  People who pay attention and try to 

live a healthy life usually prefer organic food and organic cooking methods.  Emphasizing the 

theme of an “Organic Life”, MBS can run an activity connecting surfing with this natural and healthy 

life style.  MBS can supply organic food at this event and teach people how to cook food 

organically. This event is useful for us to catch the attention of new members.
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program measurements

The strategic plan for introducing Mind Body Soul Surfing Club into its test market area will be 

measured and evaluated by using several criteria for effectiveness and target perceptions, which 

will permit the IMC group to do any relative changes for introducing the club more broadly into its 

target audiences.  We will measure the aforesaid tactics as follows:

MBS can measure the aforesaid tactics from these factors as follows:

Web site hits

Amount of media coverage 

Response to media invites 

Number of fans joining the MBS social media outlets 

Rates of follow-up responses

Number of shirts and other apparel sold

Number of brochures distributed

Number of attendees at introductory events 

Blog comments and feedback to articles posted on website
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budget considerations

We used zero-based budgeting in creating this strategic plan for the MBS.  The IMC team, 

however, lists the top items which may be the most costly during this campaign.

The IMC Team, however, lists the top items which may cost the most money during this 

campaign:

Corporate ID

Web Site

Public Relations

Event marketing

Print Advertising

Television Commercials

Radio

Brochures

Outdoor Advertising

Research
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